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SOME REMARKS ON SYMBOLS, MULTIPLE ALLE
LOMORPHISM, CROSSING OVER AND 

LINKAGE GROUPS IN THE SILKWORM' 

Yoshimaro TANAKA 

I. REVISION OF SYMBOL'S FOR T\VO L'\RVAL MARKINGS 

According to the nomenclature of genes in Drosophila, a recessive 

mutation is to be represented by a small letter or letters significant to 
the mutated character, and its normal allelomorph by the corresponding 
capital letter with ~r without the suffix of the small letters. Since 1917 
I have followed this method of nomenclature, though a different scheme 
was used in my earlier works. For instance, the plain marking was 
represented by P, to which q was added whenever necessary to distin
guish the plain from normal. Thus it is actually not P or p that dis
tinguishes the plain from the other markings. This is at least confusing 

if not absurd especially when there are many recessive genes affecting 

the same organ as already pointed out by MORGAN (1913). It seems, 
therefore, desirabl,e to revise the symbols for recessive larval markings, 
i. e. plain and quail. To make clear the history of changes, the sym

bols are listed below: 

Papers Normal Plain Quail Pale quail 

TANAKA 1913:1, b. 1914· 19 15, N n 

TA:"AKA 19 16. PQ Pq pQ pq 

New symbols PQ p q pq 
Consequently, 

Striped Moricaud Striped quail Morieaud quail 

TANAKA 1916. SPQ MPQ SpQ MpQ 

New symbols S M Sq Mq 

I Contributions from the Sericultur::ll Laboratory, Kyushu Imperial Uni\!ersity. No. 10. 
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Bombyx mori has been domesticated for thousands of years, and no 

one can tell exactly the origin of our silkworms, though the wild 
mulberry silkworm is generally presumed to be their ancestral form. The 

wild mulberry silkworm is sometimes called T/uopllila mandarina, and 
sometimes Bombyx Jltandarina. but Bombyx mon var. mandarina seems 
to me better fitting as its scientific name. Besides the unsettled system
atic position, the genetic characters of the wild silkworm are not yet 
fully worked out. It. seems, therefore, more convenient, in Bombyx, to 
take the more common type as the standard, and the less common form 
as the mutan t as BRIDGES and l\10RGAN propose (1923) for the cases 
where the wi ld type is unknown Or not certainJy kllown_ Some impor
tant standard characte rs are compared to those of ma1ldar£lZa. 

Lan ai m arking 

Blood color 

Cocoon color 

Voltinil'm 

Standard fo rm of B. m (Jri 

Normnt 

Numi)cr of molts Lefurt:: spinIling 

Skin 

Colorlesl' 
White 

Univoltine 
Four 

Opaque 

JJ£nndan'ntt form 

Muricaud 

l.ight yellowish 

Light green 

Poly'wHine 

Four 

Opaque 

Determination of the standard form may sometimes be arbitrary, be
cause \ve can not say which larval marking . " normal" or U plain," for ex
ample , is really more common in the world. It is, however, true that 

we can pick the mOre cUlllll"iOl1 type U!:i the standard without difficuity in 
majority of cases . 

II. MULTIPLE ALLELOMORPHISM 

Special relations between four larval markings, striped. moricaud, 

normal and plain described in my previolls papers ( 1913b, 1914) were 
pointed ont by STURTEVANT ( 1915) as the'y form a series of mUltiple 
a llelomorphs. Though I adopted the explanation by complete coupling 
~nd repulsion in my paper of 1916 as I did in the preceding work, I 
have later accepted the idea of mLl ltiple allelomorphism for this case. 
The students of Drosophila make use of exponents to denote multiple 
a lle lomorphs, as we, eS etc. for example. Bl1t I am, for the time being, 
content with the use of the simpler expressions , 5 (striped) and M 

(moricaud) instead of symbols p ' and pM. 

IlL CROSS1~G OVER VALUE 

It may be somewhat useful tbat the phenotypic rat ios published in 
my previolls paper. (19 16) t o be expressed in terms of the crossing over 
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value. As there l.s no crossing over in the female sex in Bombyx) the 
cross over value in diheterozygous males may be calculated from F :J 
results by the following formula, in which k, I, 1'11. and n represent the 
numbers of irrdividuals belonging to AB, Ab, aB and ab F, phenotypes . 

Cross-over value = I + { kl + n + 0'5} x 100 
. 2 ( +m) 

This formu la is available for F~ ratios in "coupling" only, while in 
case of u repulsion I) the Fz ratio is uniformly 2 : I : I whatever the 
linkage value may be (TANAKA 19 16), which makes caculation of cross· 
over per cents impossible. The crossing over per cents are to be obtain· 
ed only through back-crossing , when two dominants are introduced 
from different parents. 

a) Striped-yellow linkage. 
sv 
4421 

I095S 
. { Back cross "Coupling " . 

I':: 
"Repulsion " (b ack c ross) 

'Veighted mean of c. o. 

112 

b) Morieaud-yellow linkage. 

{
' Back cross 

" Cou pling " 1-"2 

"Repulsion " (lJ:lck c ross) 

\\feighted mean of c. o. 

cJ P lain-yellow 

{
Back c ross 

"Couplio<r " 
to F: 

« Repulsion " (hock crQ;sj 

\\'eightcd menn of c. o. 

MY 

30 53 
10512 

86 

linkage. 
py 

7' 9 
3361 
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Sy 
1631 
1075 
338 

M y 

10 30 

873 

453 

sY 

1735 
1101 

372 

mY 

iuS7 
8SS 

483 

pY 
,86 
294 

756 

5y 

44 18 

30 1 7 
" 9 

my 

3129 
2949 

' 04 

py 
614 
9 10 
2 22 

Totnls 

12205 
16151 

94' 

T otals 

Totals 

1726 

494' 
208 5 

c.o. :G 
27.58 

26·95 

24 ·55 
27.2 2 

c.o. % 
25.24 
22. j 8 

2 4 .02 

23.66 

c.o.% 
22·77 
2 7 . 1 2 

24·08 

25·54 

As the genes S,M and p a re multiple allelomorphs, they ought to 
be all the same in cross over percentage, but there is actually remarkable 
deviation from expectation. This is, however, not astonishing when we 
take into consideration the fact that very different numbers were obtained 
from back-crossing and F2 results even between the same genes. F or 
instance, crossing over value calculated from back-crossing in p-Y linkage 
is 22.77, while that derived from F : figures is 27.12, showing a differ
ence of 4.35 % . KOGURE (1926) studied, in my laboratory, on the cross
ing over variation between 5 and Y, and discovered the existence of a 
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dominant modifier which partly suppresses crossing over between them 
and reduces it as low as 12%. He find s also that the crossing over 
percentage is influenced by the room temperature where the heterozy
gotes were reared: the average crossing over value of hi"s .. high cross
ing over" strain was 2IA8 in about 300 C, while it was 25.86% in 
about 19cC, and some intermediate fi gures were obtained in interme
diate thermometric degrees. The weighted mean of cross-over per cents 
between Y and the locus of p, S,M is 25.6 in my experiments. 

IV. LINKAGE GROUPS 'AND CHHO~10SOME. MAPS 

Four linkage groups have hitherto been described in the silkworm. 
They a re as follow: 

Linkage groups or chromosom:!s 
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Fig. I . 
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Chromosome maps I to I V in t he silkw()rm. 

2 T he description> in "::nglish will soon appear. 
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A few more possible cases of linkage are known to me at present, 
but they have not been fully worked out. 

The chromosome maps of the silkworm are drawn on basis of 
published data, taking the cross-over per cents as units as such. 
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